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A SU~JS~C~: A c X is t&d to be Km-embedded in X (n * 0) provided there is a 
function K : T(A) + T(X) (for each space Z9 the topalogy of Z is denoted by ~(2)) 
such that 
(a) K( U)nA = U for all UE T(A); 
(b) if II ==O, then ~(V))==ti and K(LT)~~KIV)=K(U~ ti) for all U VET(A); if 
l v-Iu(UJ=(~ whenever UinUjs@ for’ Oi’i<jcn and 
ua, ’ l l 9 U, E T(A). 
A space is a &.space if each subspace is &-embedded. For more information 
on these concepts ee [3,4,18,19]. 
I. Introducttaaa 
The Dugu:ldji Exkxuim Theorem, [9], has been improved in recent years so 
that cemlin versions of it now also work for certain cla&es of non+netrizable but 
mthcmatlcally i~~~~t~nt objects such as CW-complexes [Z, l] and genetalized 
’ ,, 
ordered qmces [ f 31. 
ost important observations in Dugundji extensjlan theory is that 
ie,Ey ;a certain version of the Dugundji I&tens’iio;n Thoarem allow 
functions on wbspaces which simultaneously extend open sets in a nice way. To 
more precise, a space with property Or is &space where n is the smallest 
integer greater than &(c - 1). This observation of van Douwen [4] was used to 
construct a first countable, hereditarily Lindeliif, separable space N, containing a
closed subspace A having no continuous linear, extender from C*(A) to C*(H,), 
Van Douwen’s Example is the topotogical sum of spaces Hn (n e IV), where, for 
each n, H,, is a hereditarily Lindelbf, separable K,,+r-space which is not a &space. 
This example left open the question whether every &-space is a &space and the 
aim of this paper is to answer this question, [4, p. 301]+ 
We will construct, assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, aheredtiarily-LindeUf, 
separable &-space which is not a &-space. Qur example is inspired by an e&ample 
in van Mill 1191 where we constructed a first countabte compact space 2 containing 
a closed subspace A which is &-embedded but not &-embedded (2’ is ‘not a 
Ka -space since 2 is separable and contains an uncountable discrete subbpace). Our 
example is also interesting for another eason. In [3, 3.11 it was shown that any 
space with the monotone xtension pro rty is a &-space, Qur example has the 
onotone extension property but is not . That answers another question ox’ van 
~~~~~. 
p I 
The following results are of independent interest, 
Pm& Zet GQP be the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of X and, by C&I, list 
W-{@} as {CQ: u Cot}, By induction we will construct, for each a < 01 a point 
xar E X and a nowhere dense closed set 2, t X such that 
(a) & e zo = CLIV 
(b) ifiS<arandifxsZx,,thenZ~nZ~=0,xa~Z,andx,~Zg, 
(c) if D c X ~2~ is nowhere dense, then xcr ti 0. 
Suppose that we have constructed the q’s and the & ‘s for all /3 < cx < 01. If there 
is a y < a such that x, E C* then define x, = x, and Z* = Z,,. If not, take x E C* so that 
Let Z C: Cm be a cfosed C& subset of X t;lissing Ugea & u {.x0: @ <a} but 
containing x. Since X is extremally disconnected and since the cellularity of A’ is 
non-measurable, x is not a P-point, i.e. there is a closed nowhere dense G6 set S’ 
containing x, [lo, WI]. 
Define S’ = S n2. Then S’ is also nowhere dense, so Y = X -S’ is a locally 
compact, Q-COmpact, non-compact, dense subspace of X Since dense subspaces of
X are C*-embedded, @Y = X. Since Y is not pseudocompact and PY has weight 
2*, by Kunen, van Mill & Milk [ 16, 1.33 there is a point x’ G @Y - Y = S’ such that 
x’& fi for any nowhere dense subspace D c Y. Define x, = .x’ and 2, = S’. 
NOW put P 2=: {xa :cy < w& Clearly P is dense and we claim that P is nodec. Let 
D c P be nowhere dense and suppose that L? is not closed. Take x E (P n1% -L?. 
Choose OT e ot such that x = x~. By (b), &, n (P-(x,)) = $4 and therefore 2, A Cc = 0. 
Since D c Ze is nowhere dense, by (c), xlf fi. Contradiction. 
If X is ccc, then the x$s must be chosen more carefully in order for P = {x, : a < w 1) 
to be L&n. First observe thr: well-known fact that there is a family ~4 of 2’” 
nowhere dense subsets of X so thirt each nowhere denhe subset of X is contained 
in some element of J& Indeed, since X is ccc each nowhere dense subset of X i$ 
contained in a nowhere dense G,, and, since there are only (2”)” z=: 2” GR’S fn X 
we can simpl;y let be the tamily of all nowhere dense Gg’s of AF. To make P 
Luzin we must simply d iK the induction hypotheses that x,P \ JBsa A6 (let 
1 ,:a+=hl~}mu 
. A LindeCf nodec space is retractable. 
Let X be a Lindelof nodec space. First observe that$a&‘noihere dense. 
s!~bse; of X is discrete and hence, because .X is Lindelof, tiuntabl~, merefore ;X 
is 1 l zin, which easily implies that X is zero-dimensional, [Is]. 
C&serve that it cieariy suffices that each nowhere dense closed. subspace of X is 
a retract. So let D c X’ kx closed and discrete. Since x is strongly zero-dim~ti~ti 
there is a disjoint cloF*n cover (U,: d ED} of X with $ E &. Then, as it? .[& 3.3], 
deAner:X+D byrcl:f)=diff xE&. IJ 
2.4. Corohy. A Lhdeliif nodec space is &. 
Proof. By [4,X1] it suffices to prove that closed subspaces are .K~~mbedded. But 
that immediately follows from Lemma 2.3. Cl 
2.5. Quedon. Is the statement *‘Each dense in itself extremahy disconnected 
compacturn ofweight 2” contains adense nodec subspace” equivalent to @H? 
3. The reduced mezlsure algebra 
Let I denote the closed unit interval [O, I], let JR be the Ecoiean algebra of 
measurable subsets of I, and let N be the ideal of null-sets. The quotient dlg&ra 
A called the reduced measure algebra. Let A4 denote its Stone Sprite.’ Notice 
/N isI complete and has cardinality 2”, so that A4 is an extremally disconnected 
compacturn ofweight 2Y 
Let A denote Lebesgue measure on I, and for A EJ#Z let [A] denote the 
A*-equivalence lass of A. 
‘Fhe following Iemima iswell-known. The proof is included for completeness ake. 
3.1. mmnr. (a) Tk famify %? of nonempty &pen (=&sect and open) subsets of 
can h rvrilten as Q!? = II,<, V,,, where, for each n Q crd, 
h_) k Ce, -0, and 
any twu members CiJc %!a meet. 
is not separabk. 
0 ‘e 8 ~orr~spond~~ statement for 
~kk! daw th&amy Swa member of 3?(B) me&t in a set of posit& measure. Also, 
9(J3) contains three~etements which have empty intersect+t. 
From these observations (a) is immediateiy clear. 
k ,For (b)&t (a~), be ~anysequencer~ in,M Since tprr is an ultrafilter in the Boolean 
algebra,&/N we ~EUI find Pfl E J-N with [Pn]~ pn and h (P,‘r C: 2-2-“. Then (x E 
A&: [I -tJ, P& x} is an open set in M which is nonempty and misses each P’,. e4 
i% family of -sets is catled &&ed (c6?n@r&) if any two (any finite number) of its 
members meet, Call a family of sets rr-linked (~-centered) if it is the union of 
countably many linked (centered) subfamilies. .A compact space the topology of 
which is o-centered is clearly separable [S], SIC. that we can reformulate Lemma 2.1 
by saying that T(M) is ~-linked but not o-centered (this is not entirely true; in 
Lemma-2.1 we proved that T(M) is the union of countabiy many linked subfamilies 
which all have empty intersection and it is precisely this fact which makes our 
construction work). 
By Lemma 2.1(a) M satisfies the countable chain condition, so that by Theorem 
2.1 M has a dense subspace P which is both Luzin and nodec, see also [21]. Since 
P is dense in M’, T(P) is a-linked but not q-centered. We have constructed the 
following example. 
3.2. E~alfl~g~te (CH). ?%ere is a space P which is both Luzin and nodec and which 
moreover has the folio wing properties : 
(a) the family of nonempty clopen subsets of P is not a-centered, 
(b) the famiiy of nonempty clt3pm subsets of P is the uniorr of countably many 
linked subfamilies having all empty intersection. 
4. The exampk 
Let P be the space of Example 3.2, The family of nonem~ty chpen subsets 
of P will be denoted by S’. By 3.2(b), we can write % as u,.+ Vn where each %, 
is linked while moreover n %, = 0. 
The following construction is inspired by de Groat’s [II] notion of a slc~er- 
extension. 
orn’s Lemma extend each (‘& to a maximal inked system Sn = %, i.e. a 
linked system in % not properly contained in any other linked system in %‘. For 
each @E efifle 
cf;‘+= Cv(n co: cES#,)* 
tice E also that n X, = 8 sifice 
CML=0* 
frrsrct 3. X is a zero-dimensional Hausdorf space. 
Take C E 9% Then C * A (P - C)’ =0 alr.Fd C* v (P - C)’ f=: X, This implies that 
C + is &pen. The rest is clear. 
Since P is Lindeliif arId w is countable, t::\e LindelGfness of X is trivial, We will 
now show that P c o --. Take x E P and let !f be any neighborhood of x in X Take 
C E % so that x 3: C c C’+ c U. Let C E ‘g,. Then C E Z&, or equi\&ttii@, n &C? 
That shows that u rl f2J f 0. 
ad 5. X is not a KO-spact? 
We cfaim that there ir: no J&-function K: “r 4 ?) -+ T(X). For, to the contrary, assume 
there is a Ko-~fl~*~n+i-~ _14LL ~,n K: 7(P) + 7(X). since X -P is countabEe this would impfy 
that T(P) is a-centersd, iz mntaadiction. 
If U C P is open, then detirne 
IEt is clears that .K( U) A A = U Let us Observe that K(V) is open, Since X - P consists - 
of i%alWxi p&rtts of X WG o&y neled fa check th$f*tJ.J) is a neighborhood of any 
point bf . K(U) nf9 SO v*e n E K(U) n R If n rG A take a clopen C c P SC:; h”i 
Ccp(U.nP) Hhile n&xwver xc&~C+~X-A. Then C+c q(U), and ~“zn- 
sequent& K(O), is it ittiighborhoad af x, Itf x E A, take a clope:-l P c P so that 
x E F c p( U n P) while moreover k’ n A c W. Then P7’ c K(U) so that in this case 
K(U) is also a neighborhppd ofx. We conclude that K(U) is open. 
l[f U’nV=Ib,~hen#iU)nK(V)=Bsincea(&rnp)rlp(VnP;r=0(whichi,~plies 
that (p(vnP))+n(p(VnP))+=(b). 
Therefore K is 8 K$unctian. 
We v&l now prove that X has the monotone xtension property. From this it 
also foilOws that X is a &space, [3,3.?L]. 
Let P and X be as in Section 4, In the following Lemma we will use a technique 
essentially due to J. Jensen’ (see [2?, 11.4.51). 
If A c If3 let h(A) denote the closed convex hull of A in R, 
IBroof. Let f e C*(P). Define @(j’) :X 4R by 
WfM) =fixi I (x E PJ, 
and 
{@(f)(n)}=n{h(f(LJ,: itEs?,,) (n a!!). 
clearly @(f)lP =$ We claim that Q(f) defined in this way is as required. 
CMm 1. Q(f) is well-defined. 
First observe that the fact that f e C*( and the fact that 
imply that n{h(j?(L)): C E ZH} # fl r;lcar n E ti. ~~~~~os~ t 
n {~(f(~~~: L E Li!Tn} ~Q~~ai~s two distinct points, sa;y at and N. Without loss Of 
a c Take: a &pen set E 6 P such that 
a~~:b)cEcf-‘(-oo,4u+~b), 
same contradiction can ‘be derived. 
im 2. #J(f) is continuous. 
reader can easily check that 
@(/).‘(--~V~J=~{C+: C&g and3E‘r’O:f’(-gg,S+EJCC), 
9J(f3-‘[s,~)=f9{C”: &“~%and 3~)O:fll[s-s,00)~C} 
CbC 011 =l/fll for a119 f E C*(P), in particular, @(f) E C*(X). 
s immediately from the definition of @(f>‘ 
iZ%tm 4. If f G g, then Q)(f) s e(g), 
proof. Suppose that-f 5 g but @J(f) T& e(g) for certain fi g E C*(P). 
f and e(g)! P = g, we can find rc E ~ri such tilat 
!P) we can find M, N EL& such that 
h(f(M);nhc,:uv)j =0 
ument: if h( f(._W)) n h(giN)) P 0 for all M, ME 5% then 
i.e. f,g )(p1) L= @( {)(n ), which is imposGble). 
Since @!g)(n)a@(f)(n) h all r~h(f(M)) and s~!z(g(N)) we have that !KX 
is a linked system, so that M and N meet, say x EM nK Since fi(x) E 
and ME h(g(Nj’: it follows that g(x)< f(x), But this contradicts the fact 
roof of Eernrna . I, the definition of @, Claim I alnd 
2, II 4.51, since @(f) is already continuous in the we&er 
n .X, Since we used the explicit construction of e&f) in 
completeness ake we have also included the proofs of 
ain r-es& in this section, 
fJww =fcx), Cx E. A), 
Q(f)(x) = 4(f i (A n P)) 0 r)(x), (x&A). 
AL straightforward check shows that @ defined in this way is as required. n 
5.4. Wemrrrk. The extender @ in Theorem 5.3 is in general t-of linear. 
6. Remarks 
The results derived in this paper suggest the following question: 
61. Questisn. Is there, in ZFC, a first countable zero-cfimensional Lindeliif Ko- 
space X for which the family of all nonempty clopen subsets i the union of countably 
many linked subfamilies all having empty intersection but is not o-centered? 
Let us indicate why this question is nontrivial and interesting. It is interesting 
since a positive answer would yield, using the same technique as in Section 3 of 
t’i\iEi paper, m ex8Tpp!e 9f ?: first countable separable Lindeliif &-space which is 
not AK*. The question is nontrivial, since if such an example xists, it cannot be 
hocally compact and it cannot have a first countable compactification, by [ 121. Of 
Course there are first countable Lindel6f spaces having no first countable COW 
pa@tification, but these examples are all di%cult. At first glance one would hope 
that a space asked far in Question 6.1 can be linearly orderable, or, generalized 
orderable, since the onfy known (no:ltrivial) CMSS of K&spaces not related to 
metrizable spaces are t 
implies that 3C is separable, contradicting the fact that v(X) is not o-centemd. 
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